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Abstract
We discuss the construction of six- and four-dimensional Type IIB orientifolds with
vanishing untwisted RR tadpoles, but generically non-zero twisted RR tadpoles.
Tadpole cancellation requires the introduction of D-brane systems with zero un-
twisted RR charge, but non-zero twisted RR charges. We construct explicit models
containing branes and antibranes at fixed points of the internal space, or non-BPS
branes partially wrapped on it. The models are non-supersymmetric, but are ab-
solutely stable against decay to supersymmetric vacua. For particular values of the
compactification radii tachyonic modes may develop, triggering phase transitions
between the different types of non-BPS configurations of branes, which we study in
detail in a particular example. As an interesting spin-off, we show that the T6/Z4
orientifold without vector structure, previously considered inconsistent due to un-
cancelable twisted tadpoles, can actually be made consistent by introducing a set of
brane-antibrane pairs whose twisted charge cancels the problematic tadpole.
1 Introduction
Type IIB orientifolds [1, 2, 3, 4] (see [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] for more recent references) allow
the construction of large classes of supersymmetric string vacua, which have played a
prominent role e.g. in the study of string duality. Recently, and partially motivated by
the new developments in non-supersymmetric strings and non-supersymmetric states
in string theory (see [12, 13] for a review) and their relation to brane-antibrane con-
figurations, it has become natural to incorporate antibranes in the construction of
non-supersymmetric type IIB orientifolds [14, 15, 16] (see also [17, 18, 19] for further
developments), thus enlarging the class of models available through this construction.
Interestingly enough, such formal developments have led to a breakthrough in the
construction of phenomenologically realistic orientifold models [17, 20].
Another interesting advantage in allowing the introduction of antibranes in the
orientifold construction is that they can be used to cancel RR tadpoles in models for
which no supersymmetry-preserving solution exists. A prototypical example is provided
by models with untwisted tadpoles whose cancellation requires a net negative D-brane
charge. Six-dimensional [15, 16] and four-dimensional [18] examples of this type are
easily obtained by considering a particular choice of the orientifold projection on twisted
sectors (sometimes referred to in the literature [21, 22, 23] as ‘with vector structure’),
whose untwisted crosscap tadpole requires a positive net number of antibranes for
consistency.
In this paper we study another class of type IIB orientifolds whose crosscap tadpoles
cannot be canceled by using just D-branes, i.e. preserving supersymmetry. The models
contain non-zero twisted RR tadpoles, but zero untwisted RR tadpoles. To render
them consistent one needs to introduce systems of D-branes contributing to twisted
tadpoles, but with zero charge under the untwisted RR forms. Such brane systems are
necessarily non-supersymmetric. Two simple examples are for instance sets of branes
and antibranes sitting at fixed points in the internal space [16] (see e.g. [24, 25] for such
configurations in the context of non-BPS states in string theory), or non-BPS branes
passing through fixed points (the so-called truncated branes [26]).
Since no supersymmetric solution to the tadpole conditions exists, these models are
absolutely stable against decay to supersymmetric configurations. However, a given
non-supersymmetric configuration of branes satisfying the tadpole conditions may de-
cay to a different consistent (and non-supersymmetric as well) configuration as some of
the geometric moduli are varied. The space of geometries splits into different phases,
at each of which at least one (and possibly several) of these configurations of branes
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is stable and tachyon-free. At their boundaries some configurations become unstable
and decay, leading to interesting phase transitions in which the low-energy field the-
ory changes drastically. This situation is analogous to that studied in the literature
on non-BPS states in string theory [24, 25, 12, 13], and has been considered in the
orientifold context in [19].
In this paper we present several explicit six- and four-dimensional orientifolds with
the above features, where the tadpoles are cancelled using brane-antibrane pairs at orb-
ifold fixed points. Tadpoles could also be cancelled by the introduction of a suitable set
of non-BPS D-branes. In a particular six-dimensional example, we construct explicitly
the set of possible configurations of branes cancelling the tadpoles, and discuss their
stability regimes as the compactification radii are varied, leading to a picture of the
phase diagram for this model.
In [19], an asymmetric orientifold model without untwisted tadpoles but with
twisted tadpoles was constructed, and several of these issues were addressed. Our
purpose in this paper is to illustrate the construction of orientifolds without untwisted
tadpoles in the context of completely left-right symmetric constructions. We hope that,
since they admit a geometric interpretation, the class of models we consider will allow
a more intuitive and systematic study of this type of string vacua.
Our investigation leads to an interesting insight into an old problem in the ori-
entifold context. The T6/Z4 orientifold without vector structure contains a non-zero
twisted tadpole with an unusual volume dependence, which cannot be cancelled by
the D9- or D53-branes
1 present in the model (required by the existence of untwisted
tadpoles) [9]. Therefore it has been considered that the model admits no solution to
the tadpole cancellation conditions, and hence is inconsistent. Our analysis shows that
the latter claims are actually incorrect. In particular, we show that it is possible to
add configurations of branes which cancel the problematic twisted tadpole, while give
zero contribution to the untwisted tadpoles (specifically pairs of D51-D51 and/or D52-
D52 branes). In this way, we achieve the construction of explicit consistent compact
T6/Z4 orientifolds where all tadpoles are cancelled. The correct statement about the
Z4 orientifold without vector structure is then that it contains a twisted tadpole, whose
cancellation requires its own new set of branes contributing to the twisted tadpole, but
not to the untwisted tadpoles. Notice that our point is different from that made in
[18, 10], where the T6/Z4 orientifold studied is actually different from that in [9], since
it corresponds to a projection with vector structure, for which the problematic tadpole
1In our notation, D5i-branes wrap the i
th complex plane, while D7i-branes are transverse to it.
We also denote antibranes with a bar.
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simply vanishes.
The T6/Z4 model (and other four-dimensional models with analogous features, like
the Z8, Z
′
8
, Z′
12
[9]) is similar to the orientifolds without untwisted tadpoles mentioned
above, in the following sense. Both types of models contain twisted tadpoles whose
cancellation requires the introduction of branes for which no untwisted tadpole exists.
We hope this note clarifies that such models can be consistently completed by appro-
priate sets of D-branes, and illustrates the power of brane-antibrane systems (or other
non-BPS configurations of branes) in making problematic models consistent.
The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2, 3, and 4 we study the construction
of certain families of type IIB orientifolds without untwisted tadpoles. The general
pattern in their construction is the following: We consider type IIB theory compactified
on a toroidal orbifold, T4/Γ or T6/Γ (even though a more general starting point, like
a general CY or a non-geometric CFT compactification, is conceivable). We mod out
the theory by an action Ωg, where Ω is world-sheet parity, and g is a geometric action
with g2 ∈ Γ (required by closure). Equivalently, we mod out type IIB theory by the
orientifold group Gorient, generated by Γ and Ωg. An element Ωh in the orientifold
group generates a tadpole (via a crosscap diagram) at h-fixed points for a RR field in
the h2-twisted sector. Hence, to obtain models without untwisted tadpoles, we need
Gorient to contain no elements Ωh with an order two h.
In Sections 2, 3 we consider a simple realization of this idea. We consider a Z2N
action α acting crystallographically on T4 or T6, and consider type IIB theory on
T6/ZN, with ZN generated by θ = α
2. We further mod out this theory by Ωα, hence
the orientifold group has the structure
Gorient = {1,Ωα, α2, . . . ,Ωα2k−1, α2k, . . .} (1.1)
For oddN , αN is of order two, and the orientifold group element ΩαN leads to untwisted
tadpoles. The resulting models are therefore T-dual to familiar models studied in
the literature. On the other hand, for even N , Ω is never accompanied by an order
two action, and the resulting models contain no untwisted tadpoles, leading to new
type IIB orientifolds. For some models there is an additional (accidental) cancellation
of twisted tadpoles, resulting in a set of models which do not require open string
sectors for consistency, i.e. a set of consistent unoriented closed string theories. The
generic case, however, corresponds to models with non-zero twisted tadpoles, which we
cancel through the introduction of brane-antibrane pairs at fixed points in the internal
space. We construct several six-dimensional (Section 2) and four-dimensional (Section
3) examples of this type.
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In Section 4 we consider a further possibility to build new six-dimensional ori-
entifolds without untwisted tadpoles, based on a different structure of the orientifold
group. The models are obtained by modding out T4/ZN, for even N , by the orientifold
action ΩΠ, with Π : (z1, z2)→ (z2,−z1).
In Section 5 we discuss tadpole cancellation in the T6/Z4 orientifold without vector
structure of [9], and provide a consistent solution to the tadpole conditions (including
the problematic twisted tadpole) using D51-D51 pairs, in addition to the usual D9- and
D53-branes.
In Section 6 we describe the stability regions of different brane configurations for
the particular six-dimensional orientifold of T4/Z2 studied in Section 2, and obtain
the phase diagram for this model. This Section can be read independently of Sections
3,4 and 5. Section 7 contains our final conclusions.
2 Six-dimensional examples
Before considering the more involved case of four-dimensional models, it will be con-
venient to make the above ideas explicit in the six-dimensional context. In this section
we consider orientifolds of type IIB theory compactified on T4/ZN. The orientifold
action is Ω′α, where Ω′ = ΩR, and R reflects all compact directions 2. Also, α is a Z2N
crystallographic action on T4, and θ = α2 generates the orbifold group ZN. Following
the general arguments in the introduction, such orientifolds produce zero untwisted
tadpoles when N is even, so the only crystallographically consistent α is the Z4 twist
α : (z1, z2)→ (e2pii 14z1, e−2pii 14 z2).
This type of models was studied in the non-compact context (i.e. orientifolds of
C2/ZN, where the crystallographic constraint can be dropped) in [27], whose basic
results can be used in the compact context as well. One important difference is that
in the non-compact case the cancellation of untwisted charge may be violated, since
the corresponding flux may escape to infinity through the non-compact transverse
dimensions. Hence, models in [27] used D5-branes to cancel twisted tadpoles, but
did not include D5-branes to compensate for their untwisted charge. Our compact
models will however necessarily contain equal numbers of D5- and D5-branes. A minor
difference is that [27] considered a T-dual version of these models, with orientifold
action Ω′R3(−)FL , in which the crosscap contributions to the tadpoles are reduced by
a factor of four with respect to our models here.
As discussed in [27] and following [22, 23], it is important to notice the existence
2Choosing other orientifold actions, like Ωα, leads merely to T-dual versions of our models.
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of two orientifold projections for even N , N = 2P , which we refer to as A- and B-
projections, which differ in their action on order two twisted sectors, and which is
correlated [22] with the choice of vector structure on the D-brane Chan-Paton bundle
[21]. We discuss them in turn.
2.1 Models with A-type projection
The first type of projection, which we denote as A-type, chooses left-right symmetric
(antisymmetric) states in the NS-NS (RR) order two twisted sector. The closed string
twisted sector at a C2/ZN point leads to P hyper- and P − 1 tensor multiplets of
D = 6 N = 1 supersymmetry. When open string sectors are required, this projection
is correlated with a choice of Chan-Paton matrices without vector structure of the
form (A.1) for D5- and D9-branes (and antibranes), and orientifold actions (A.2) for
D5-branes and (A.3) for D9-branes.
Evaluation of the relevant amplitudes leads to the following crosscap twisted tad-
poles [27] at each C2/ZN orientifold point
Tθk = +32δk,1mod 2 cos(pik/N) k = 1, . . . , N − 1 (2.1)
In this and similar formulae, we normalize these twisted orientifold charges in units in
which the D5- and D9-brane twisted disk tadpole are 4 sin(pik/N)Tr γθk,5 and Tr γθk,9,
respectively. However, we prefer not to introduce disk contributions for the moment,
since in some cases open string sectors may not be required for consistency.
For the case of interest in the compact setup, the Ω′α orientifold ofT4/Z2, the above
closed string tadpoles vanish, and the theory is consistent without the introduction of
open string sectors. In fact this model has already appeared in [6]. The untwisted
closed string sector contains the D = 6 N = 1 supergravity multiplet, the dilaton
tensor multiplet, and two hyper- and two tensor multiplets. In the closed twisted
sectors, the four α-invariant Z2 fixed point give one hypermultiplet each, while the
remaining twelve Z2 fixed points (paired by Ω
′α) give a total of six hyper- and six tensor
multiplets each. The spectrum, shown in Table 1, is free of gravitational anomalies.
Untwisted N = 1 SUGRA + 3 T + 2 H
Twisted 6 T + 10 H
Table 1: Spectrum of the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2 with A-type projection.
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2.2 Models with B-type projection
The second type of projection, which we denote as B, chooses left-right antisymmetric
(symmetric) states in the NS-NS (RR) order two twisted sector. The closed string
twisted sector for a C2/ZN point contains P − 1 hyper- and P tensor multiplets of
D = 6 N = 1 supersymmetry. When open string sectors are present, this projection
corresponds to a choice of Chan-Paton matrices with vector structure, of the form
(A.5), for D5-, D9-branes, and orientifold actions (A.6) for D5-branes and (A.7) for
D9-branes. The closed string twisted tadpoles at each C2/ZN orientifold point are
Tθk = −32δk,1mod 2 k = 1, . . . , N − 1 (2.2)
In contrast with the previous case, the case N = 2 leads to non-zero θ-twisted tadpoles,
which we may cancel by introducing e.g. D5- and D5-branes.
Let us discuss the construction of the B-type orientifold of T4/Z2. The untwisted
closed string sector is as in previous subsection, giving the D = 6, N = 1 supergravity
multiplet, the dilaton tensor multiplet, and two hyper- and two tensor multiplets. In
the closed string twisted sector, instead, each α-invariant Z2 point give one tensor
multiplet. The remaining twelve Z2 points still contribute a total of six hyper- and six
tensor multiplets. We achieve cancellation of twisted RR tadpoles by introducing an
equal number of branes and antibranes, distributed among the four Ω′α-invariant fixed
points P , and cancelling the crosscap tadpole (2.2) for k = 1
4 (Tr γθ,5,P − Tr γθ,5,P ) − 32 = 0 (2.3)
The condition can be satisfied in different ways. A simple possibility is to locate one set
of D5-branes with γα2,5 = 18 at two of the fixed points of α, and two D5-branes with
γα2,5¯ = −18 at the remaining two. The remaining α2-fixed points are not fixed under
Ω′α, and generate no crosscap tadpoles, and do not require any branes. The complete
spectrum for this model is provided in Table 2. It is easy to see that all irreducible six-
dimensional gravitational and gauge anomalies [28] cancel. The remaining factorized
anomaly is cancelled by the generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism [29].
Another simple choice of open string sector satisfying all constraints is to locate,
at each of the four α-fixed points, a set of four D5-branes and four D5-branes, with
γα2,5 = 14 ; γα2,5 = −14 (2.4)
which leads to local cancellation of their untwisted RR charge. The corresponding
open string spectrum at each such point is
Gauge Bosons SO(4)D5 × USp(4)D5
6
Fermion+ (6; 1) + (1; 5 + 1) + (4; 4)
Cmplx. Scalars (4; 4) (2.5)
and leads to a different anomaly-free model. Notice that, despite the branes and an-
tibranes sit at the same fixed point, the tachyon in the 55, 55 groundstates is projected
out by the orbifold projection. This reflects the fact that the branes and antibranes
carry different twisted charges and cannot annihilate into the vacuum.
Closed Untwisted N = 1 SUGRA + 3 T + 2H
Twisted 10 T + 6 H
Open 55 N = 1 Vector of SO(8)2
5¯5¯ Gauge Bosons of USp(8)2
Fermion+ (27 + 1,1) + (1,27 + 1)
Table 2: Spectrum of the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2 with B-type projection.
The above two solutions can actually be continuously connected, by nucleating of
brane-antibrane pairs in the bulk, distributing them among the fixed points, and anni-
hilating fractional branes (notice however that this process is suppressed by energetic
barriers, hence does not alter the stability of the configuration). In fact, it is possible to
construct a large set of models connected in this way. The general tachyon-free config-
uration is obtained by placing D5-branes and D5-branes at the points Pr, r = 1, . . . , 4,
with
γθ,5,Pr = 1Nr ; γθ,5,Pr = −18−Nr (2.6)
Twisted tadpoles are cancelled by the above choice, and untwisted disk tadpoles of
branes and antibranes cancel each other if
∑4
r=1Nr = 16. Also, the tachyonic ground
states in 55¯ and 5¯5 sector are projected out. This class of models contains as particular
cases the possibilities considered above. Concerning which configuration is energetically
favoured and provides the global minimum of the model (keeping geometry fixed), the
analysis of forces between branes and antibranes at orbifold singularities in [30] seems
to suggest the preferred configurations should not contains branes and antibranes at
the same fixed point.
The models we have constructed are absolutely stable against decay to supersym-
metric configurations, since no supersymmetric configuration of branes can satisfy the
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tadpole cancellation conditions. The models, however, can suffer diverse phase transi-
tions as geometry is varied. In Section 6 we discuss the phase diagram of this model
for the distribution of branes leading to the spectrum in Table 2. The reader interested
only in this analysis is encouraged to skip Sections 3, 4 and 5.
As mentioned above, there are no other compact six-dimensional examples using
the orientifold group structure mentioned above (in Section 4 we consider further six-
dimensional examples, based on a different orientifold group). In the non-compact
setup, however, the orientifold group structure of [27] defines a set of orientifold planes
(in the sense that are fixed under an orientation-reversing action), preserving half of
the supersymmetries, and which have no charge under untwisted RR fields, and twisted
charges (2.1) and (2.2) for the A- and B-type projections, respectively. Even though
it would be interesting to explore the properties of these ‘twisted orientifold planes’ in
more detail, e.g. in the boundary state formalism, we leave the discussion here and
turn to the four-dimensional case.
3 Four-dimensional examples
It is straightforward to consider the construction of four-dimensional models analogous
to the six-dimensional examples above. Namely we consider a crystallographic Z2N ac-
tion α, with a vector of twist eigenvalues v˜ = 1
2N
(a1, a2, a3). We center on models pre-
serving supersymmetry in the closed string sector, and so impose 3
∑
i ai = 0 (mod 2N).
Without loss of generality we may take a1, a2 odd and a3 even. We consider type IIB
theory on the orbifold 4 T6/ZN, where ZN is generated by θ = α
2, with twist vector
v = 2v˜ = 1
N
(a1, a2, a3). Our models are obtained by modding out by the orientifold
action Ω′α, with Ω′ = ΩR1R2R3(−1)FL , where Ri : zi → −zi, and FL is left-handed
world-sheet fermion number. The D-branes surviving the Ω′α projection, and which
we may use to cancel the tadpoles are D3-branes (at a point in the internal space) and
D7i-branes (transverse to the i
th complex plane), and the corresponding antibranes.
Use of other orientifold projection, like Ωα would lead to T-dual version of our models.
Crystallographic actions onT6 compatible with unbroken supersymmetry have been
classified in the early orbifold literature [31], and we show the possible choices for α and
θ = α2 in Table 3. Notice that, since we are interested in models without untwisted
tadpoles, we have already restricted to even N , N = 2P .
3Considering
∑
i
ai = N mod N also leads to N = 1 supersymmetric models. It is possible to
show, however, that they are equivalent to the ones we consider.
4Extension to orbifolds T6/(ZN × ZM), not considered in the present paper, is straightforward.
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Γ Ω′α θ
Z2 v˜ =
1
4(1, 1,−2) v = 12(1, 1,−2)
Z4 v˜ =
1
8(1, 3,−4) v = 14(1, 3,−4)
Z4 v˜ =
1
8(1,−3, 2) v = 14(1,−3, 2)
Z6 v˜ =
1
12(1,−5, 4) v = 16(1,−5, 4)
Z6 v˜ =
1
12(1, 5,−6) v = 16(1, 5,−6)
Table 3: Twist eigenvalues for the Ω′α orientifolds of T6/ZN orbifolds.
As in the six-dimensional case, for even N there exist two consistent orientifold
projections, which we denote of A- and B-type as well, differing in their action on
the order two twisted sector. The A-type projection chooses left-right symmetric (an-
tisymmetric) states in the twisted NS-NS (RR) sector, while the B-type projection
does the opposite. At the level of the massless closed string spectrum this amounts to
choosing either a D = 4, N = 1 chiral or a linear multiplet in the corresponding sector.
Given chiral-linear duality in four dimensions, both projections lead to a similar closed
string spectrum (even though in some instances, like cancellation of U(1) anomalies
[32], it is important to distinguish chiral and linear multiplets [33, 34]). The closed
string spectra for the models in Table 3 are provided in Table 4. Notice the unusual
appearance of vector multiplets in the untwisted sector. In geometrical terms, they
arise from the reduction of the type IIB self-dual 4-form, odd under Ω, on (2, 1)-forms
odd under the geometric action in Ω′α.
However, the two projections differ markedly in the twisted tadpoles they generate,
and therefore in the required open string spectra, as we discuss in the following.
3.1 Models with A-type projection
The computation of the twisted crosscap tadpoles can be carried out by following
standard techniques. In the appendix, we compute these twisted charges by merely
adapting to our orientifold action the computations for four-dimensional models in
the Appendix of [9]. We would like to point out that, although our interest in the
present paper is centered on compact models, the calculation is valid for the general
non-compact case of Ω′α orientifolds of C3/ZN, where one drops the crystallographic
condition on the twists. Hence, such models can be used to define a large family of
‘twisted orientifold planes’, uncharged with respect to untwisted RR fields, but with
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T6/ZN Ω
′α twist Untwisted Twisted
Z2 v˜ =
1
4 (1, 1,−2) 6 V + 8 Ch 6 V + 26 Ch
Z4 v˜ =
1
8 (1, 3,−4) 4 V + 6 Ch 8 V + 28 Ch
Z4 v˜ =
1
8 (1,−3, 2) 1 V + 5 Ch 3 V + 29 Ch
Z6 v˜ =
1
12(1,−5, 4) 5 Ch 2 V + 27 Ch
Z6 v˜ =
1
12(1, 5,−6) 4 V + 6 Ch 8 V + 28 Ch
Table 4: Closed string spectra for the Ω′α orientifolds of T6/ZN orbifolds. We have not
included the universally present N = 1 sugra multiplet and dilaton linear multiplet.
non-zero twisted charges. The crosscap tadpoles for this type of orientifold models are
Tθk = −16δk,1 mod 2[ sin(pikv1) + sin(pikv2) ] , k = 1, . . . , N − 1 (3.1)
Our twisted charges are normalized in units such that the θk-twisted charges of D3-
and D7i-branes are 8
∏3
j=1 sin(pikvj)Tr γθk,3 and 2 sin(pikvi)Tr γθk,7i, respectively.
In the four-dimensional case, twisted tadpoles may have non-trivial dependence with
the compactification volumes, denoted Vi for the i
th complex plane (we also introduce a
regularized volume V4 for four-dimensional spacetime). Concretely, a crosscap twisted
by Ω′α produces a tadpole proportional to
√
Vi if α
2k+1 reflects the ith plane, and
proportional to 1/
√
Vi if it leaves zi invariant. A disk twisted by θ
k produces a tadpole
proportional to
√
Vi if zi is a Neumann direction left invariant by θ
k, and proportional to
1/
√
Vi if it zi is a Dirichlet direction left invariant by θ
k. Any tadpole is proportional to√
V4. These dependences are implicitly taken into account in all tadpole cancellations
in this paper.
In general, cancellation of twisted tadpoles will require the introduction of open
string sectors. The A-type projection corresponds to a choice of Chan-Paton matrices
(A.1) and (A.2) for D3-branes, (A.1) and (A.3) for D73-branes, and (A.5) and (A.7)
for both D71- and D72-branes.
5.
There are several compact models which, however, do not lead to twisted tadpoles.
This is the case for the orientifolds with Ω′α twists given by v˜ = 1
8
(1,−3, 2) and
v˜ = 1
12
(1,−5, 4). These models do not require open string sectors, and define consistent
5This flip between the vector structure of different branes can be shown as in [35]. Note the
ambiguity in labeling the two projections in the closed sector as with and without vector structure,
and the advantage of our labeling as A- and B-type.
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unoriented closed string theories. The corresponding closed string spectra can be read
from the relevant rows in Table 4.
The remaining cases correspond to orientifolds with non-zero twisted tadpoles,
which we may try to cancel by the introduction of e.g. a suitable set of branes and
antibranes. We describe them in the following,
• The v˜ = 1
4
(1, 1,−2) model
The contribution from the Ω′α, Ω′α3 crosscaps to the θ-twisted tadpole (3.1) is
proportional to
√
V4V3. This cannot be cancelled by using D3- or D73-branes, but it
can be cancelled by D71- or D72-branes. Here we describe a particular solution to the
tadpole conditions using an equal number of D71- and D71-branes. There are sixteen
fixed points of Ω′α, with coordinates (z1, z2, z3) with z1 = 0, (1+ i)/2, z2 = 0, (1+ i)/2,
z3 = 0, 1/2, i/2, (1 + i)/2. At each of these points, indexed by P , we need
Tr γθ,71,P − Tr γθ,7¯1,P − 16 = 0 (3.2)
There are also sixteen fixed tori of θ, out of which four (with coordinates (z1, z2), with
z1 = 0, (1 + i)/2, z2 = 0, (1 + i)/2 ) are fixed under Ω
′α, and twelve are not. At the
latter, indexed by Q, θ-twisted crosscap tadpoles are not generated, and hence the
corresponding twisted charges of the D71- and D71-branes should be zero.
Tr γθ,71,Q − Tr γθ,7¯1,Q = 0 (3.3)
We consider the following solution. We locate 16 D71-branes at z1 = 0 in the first
plane, and 16 D71-branes at z1 = (1 + i)/2, with
γθ,71,0 = 116 , γθ,7¯1,(1+i)/2 = −116 (3.4)
which satisfy the θ-tadpole condition (3.2) at the points P . In order to avoid the
contribution of twisted charges to the points Q which they cross, we introduce Wilson
lines along the second complex plane
γW2,71,0 = diag (18,−18) , γW2,7¯1,(1+i)/2 = diag (18,−18) (3.5)
This completes the construction of the model. The resulting open string spectrum is
given in Table 5.
• The v˜ = 1
8
(1, 3,−4) model
In this model, the crosscaps associated to Ω′α and Ω′α3 produce a contribution to
the θ-, θ3-twisted tadpoles proportional to
√
V4V3. As in the previous model, they may
be cancelled by the introduction of D71- or D72-branes. In the following we construct
a particular solution using an equal number of D71- and D71-branes.
11
7171 N = 1 Vectors of USp(8)2
N = 1 Chiral (36,1) + (1, 36)
7¯17¯1 Gauge Bosons of SO(8)
2
Fermion+ (35+ 1,1) + (1,35 + 1)
Cmplx. Scalars (28,1) + (1,28)
Fermion− (35+ 1,1) + (1,35 + 1)
Table 5: Open string spectrum of the Ω′α orientifold v˜ = 1
4
(1, 1,−2) of T4/Z2 with
A-type projection.
The model contains eight Ω′α-fixed points, at the locations denoted by (P1, z3),
(P2, z3), where z3 = 0, 1/2, i/1, (1 + i)/2, and Pj denotes the location of the fixed
points in the first two complex planes, whose explicit form is not necessary here. At
each of these eight points, indexed by P , we need
Tr γθ,71,P − Tr γθ,7¯1,P − 16 = 0 (3.6)
There are also additional fixed points of θ which are not fixed under Ω′α, and do not
generate crosscap tadpoles. At these points, indexed by Q, we need
Tr γθ,71,Q − Tr γθ,7¯1,Q = 0 (3.7)
Finally, the closed string sector does not generate θ2-twisted tadpoles, hence the disk
contributions should also vanish. At all points of P or Q type we need
Tr γθ2,71 − Tr γθ2,7¯1 = 0 (3.8)
We consider the following solution. We locate 32 D71-branes passing through P1 and
32 D71-branes passing through P2, with
γθ,71,P1 = diag (116, e
2pii 1
418, e
2pii 3
418) ; γθ,7¯1,P2 = diag (e
2pii 1
418, e
2pii 2
4116, e
2pii 3
418)(3.9)
Notice that fixed points of θ not fixed under Ω′α (i.e. of type Q) remain empty and
satisfy (3.7) automatically. The resulting spectrum is shown in Table 6.
• The v˜ = 1
12
(1, 5,−6) model
In this model there are four Ω′α-fixed points, which we denote by (0, z3), where 0
represents the origin in the first two complex planes, and z3 = 0, 1/2, i/1, (1+i)/2 gives
their location in the third. At these points P there are crosscap tadpoles for θ- and
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7171 N = 1 Vectors of USp(16) × U(8)
N = 1 Chiral (16, 8¯) + (16,8) + (136,1) + (1,Adj)
7¯17¯1 Gauge Bosons of U(8) × SO(16)
Fermion+ (Adj, 1) + (1, 135+1)
Cmplx. Scalars (8,16) + (8¯,16) + (Adj,1) + (1,120)
Fermion− (8,16) + (8¯,16) + (Adj,1) + (1,135 + 1)
Table 6: Open string spectrum of the Ω′α orientifold v˜ = 1
8
(1, 3,−4) of T4/Z4 with
A-type projection.
θ3-twisted fields, proportional to the volume factor
√
V4V3. In order to cancel them we
introduce an equal number of D71- and D71-branes, whose Chan-Paton matrices are
then constrained by
Tr γθ,71,P − Tr γθ,7¯1,P − 16 = 0
Tr γθ3,71,P − Tr γθ3,7¯1,P − 16 = 0 (3.10)
In this model there are no additional θ-fixed points. The only remaining constraint is
the cancellation of θ2-twisted disk tadpoles (since there are no corresponding crosscap
contribution). We have
Tr γθ2,71,P − Tr γθ2,7¯1,P = 0 (3.11)
The simplest solution is to locate D71- and D71-branes passing through the origin, and
with
γθ,71 = 18 ; γθ,7¯1 = −18 (3.12)
Notice that since the Chan-Paton matrices above have no common eigenvalues, the
tachyonic 717¯1, 7¯171 groundstates are projected out. The resulting spectrum is shown
in Table 7
3.2 Models with B-type projection
The twisted crosscap tadpoles for a Ω′α orientifold of C3/ZN with the B-type projec-
tion are computed in the appendix, leading to the result
Tθk = +16 sin(pikv3) δk,1 mod 2 , k = 1, . . . , N − 1 (3.13)
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7171 N = 1 Vectors of USp(8)
N = 1 Chiral 36
7¯17¯1 Gauge Bosons of SO(8)
Fermion+ 35+ 1
Cmplx. Scalars 28
Fermion− 35+ 1
Table 7: Spectrum of the Ω′α orientifold v˜ = 1
12
(1, 5,−6) of T4/Z6 with A-type
projection.
In some of the models in Table 3 all twisted tadpoles vanish. Therefore they do not
require open string sector, and define consistent unoriented closed string theories in
four dimensions. This is the case for the models with Ω′α twists v˜ = 1
4
(1, 1,−2),
v˜ = 1
8
(1, 3,−4), and v˜ = 1
12
(1, 5,−6). The corresponding closed string spectra can be
read from the relevant rows in Table 4.
The remaining cases correspond to orientifolds with non-zero twisted tadpoles,
which may be cancelled by the introduction of e.g. a suitable set of branes and an-
tibranes. In the following we describe these models.
• The v˜ = 1
8
(1,−5, 4) model
In this Ω′α orientifold of T6/Z8, the only twisted tadpoles in the compact model
reside at the four α fixed points, indexed by P . We consider a model in which they are
cancelled by the introduction of an equal number of D3- and D3-branes. The conditions
of cancellation of the twisted RR tadpoles (3.13) for k = 1 read
Tr γθ,3,P − Tr γθ,3¯,P = 4 (3.14)
For k = 2 the twisted crosscap tadpoles (3.13) vanishes. Since θ2 has a fixed plane, all
D3- D3-branes at points P are sources for the same θ2-twisted field. The condition of
cancellation of charge then reads
∑
P
( Tr γθ2,3,P − Tr γθ2,3¯,P ) = 0 (3.15)
The simplest solution to these conditions is to locate, at two of the Ω′α-fixed points,
four D3-branes, and four D3-branes at each of the remaining two, with
γθ,3 = 14 , γθ,3¯ = −14 (3.16)
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33 N = 1 Vectors of SO(4)2
3¯3¯ Gauge Bosons of USp(4)2
Fermion+ (5+ 1,1) + (1,5 + 1)
Table 8: Open string spectrum of the Ω′α orientifold (with twist v˜ = 1
8
(1,−3, 2)) of
T6/Z4 with B-type projection.
The resulting spectrum is given in Table 8
• The v˜ = 1
12
(1,−5, 4) model
We conclude with the discussion of this Ω′α orientifold of T6/Z6, and by showing
there is no configuration of branes and antibranes leading cancellation of all twisted
tadpoles.
The argument goes as follows. First notice that we can treat branes and antibranes
in a unified manner by using only branes but formally allowing the multiplicities of
their Chan-Paton eigenvalues to take negative values. The Ω′α crosscaps generate
a θ-twisted tadpole at the three α-fixed points, which sit at the origin in the first
two planes, and at three points, labeled by n = 0,±1 in the third. We introduce a
general configuration of branes, passing through these points. We include D71- and
D72-branes passing through the origin in the first two planes, and with arbitrary order
three Wilson lines γW3,71 , γW3,72 in the third. We also consider D73-branes sitting at
the three different locations in the third plane, and D3-branes, at the origin in the first
two planes, and in the three locations in the third. The θ-twisted tadpole equation
reads
1√
3
Tr (γθ,71γ
n
W3,71
)− 1√
3
Tr (γθ,72γ
n
W3,72
) + Tr γθ,73,n − Tr γθ,3,n + 8 = 0 (3.17)
The crosscap twisted by Ω′α3 generates a tadpole in the θ3-twisted sector, propor-
tional to the volume factor
√
V4/V3. This θ
3-tadpole also receives contributions from
disks twisted by θ3 associated with D3- and D73-brane, regardless of their location in
the third plane. There is no contribution with this volume dependence from D71- or
D72-branes, hence the θ
3 tadpole condition reads
∑
n
(Tr γθ3,73,n − 4Tr γθ3,3,n) + 8 = 0 (3.18)
We now show that (3.17) and (3.18) are incompatible. It is enough to consider the
equations mod 3. Let us sum (3.17) over n, and take the resulting equation mod 3.
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We obtain
1√
3
Tr [ γθ,71(
∑
n=0,±1 γ
n
W3,71
) ]− 1√
3
Tr [ γθ,72(
∑
n=0,±1 γ
n
W3,72
) ]+
+
∑
n=0,±1Tr γθ,73,n −
∑
n=0,±1Tr γθ,3,n = 0 mod 3 (3.19)
Expressing the D3- Chan-Paton traces in terms of the eigenvalue multiplicities from
(A.5), we have
Tr γθ,3,n = n0 + n1 − n2 − n3 = n0 − 2n1 + 2n2 − n3 mod 3 = Tr γθ3,3,n mod 3 (3.20)
and analogously for D73-branes. Also, since the Wilson line W3 is of order three, the
eigenvalues in γW3,71 are 1, e
±2pii/3, and we can show
∑
n γ
n
W3,71
= 0 mod 3. Finally,
it is important to notice that the D71- and D72-brane Chan-Paton matrices are of the
form (A.1), without vector structure, hence their contributions tr γθ in (3.19) are of
the form an integer times
√
3, this latter factor cancelling the coefficient 1/
√
3.
Using these properties in (3.19), we get
∑
n
(Tr γθ3,73,n − 4Tr γθ3,3,n) = 0 mod 3 (3.21)
in contradiction with (3.18). Notice that there may be additional contribution to (3.18)
from additional D3- or D73-branes sitting at the origin in the first two planes, and at
arbitrary points (not θ-fixed) in the third. However, these objects necessarily come
in three identical copies, permuted by the action of θ, and their contribution is zero
mod 3, and does not change the argument above. We have not found any additional
contributions which could help in satisfying the tadpole conditions, and so have not
succeeded in constructing a consistent version of this orientifold model.
It is interesting to rephrase the problem we have encountered in a more abstract
language. Given an orientifold model, one can envision the space of all possible (un-
twisted and twisted) charges under its RR fields, which we loosely refer to as the charge
lattice (even though some charges may not be Z-valued). The charges of the orien-
tifolds in the model define a vector in that space, and the problem of cancelling the RR
tadpoles corresponds to constructing a state of the theory, typically a configuration of
branes, with precisely that charge vector. Clearly, a problem arises if the charge vector
defined by the crosscap charges corresponds to an empty site in the charge lattice, i.e.
a set of charges for which no state in the theory exists.
This situation is precisely what we have found in the above model. We have shown
that for a very general kind of brane configurations the set of states reproducing the
correct θ-twisted charges fills only a subset of all possible θ3-twisted charges, namely
zero mod 3. The crosscap contribution however, corresponds to a θ3-twisted charge
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equal to −2, which is an empty site in the sense explained above. Whether other kinds
of branes can fill the empty site, and provide a consistent completion of the model
remains an open question.
We conclude by pointing out that other orientifold models have been previously
claimed to be inconsistent due to uncancelable tadpoles. In particular, the Ω orientifold
of T6/Z4 with A-type projection [9] was shown to contain a twisted tadpole with an
unusual volume dependence, and whose cancellation could not be achieved with the
D-branes in the model. In Section 5 we review this problem, and find that in fact it is
possible to construct a set of brane-antibrane pairs canceling precisely this problematic
tadpole, and rendering the model consistent. This nicely illustrates the power of non-
BPS configurations of branes in cancelling twisted charges. Our above example in this
Section, though, suggests there still exist orientifolds for which tadpole cancellation
cannot be achieved.
4 Further six-dimensional models
In this section we study a set of six-dimensional models without untwisted tadpoles,
obtained by modding out type IIB theory on T4/ZN, for even N , by the orientifold
action ΩΠ, with Π : (z1, z2) → (z2,−z1). Notice that closure requires N to be even,
N = 2P , therefore it is possible to construct compact ΩΠ orientifolds of the Z2, Z4
and Z6 orbifolds.
This type of orientifold projection has been studied in [36] in the non-compact
context, i.e. orientifolds of C2/ZN, where the crystallographic constraint can be
dropped.The closed string twisted sector, for a C2/ZN point gives rise to N − 1 tensor
multiplets of D = 6 N = 1 supersymmetry. The closed string sector contribution to
twisted tadpoles can be computed to be
Tθk = −16Nδk,N/2 = 0 (4.1)
in units where the twisted charges of D5- and D9-branes are 4 sin2(pik/N)Tr γθk,5 and
Tr γθk,9 respectively.
Since there is always at least one non-zero twisted tadpole, the configurations re-
quires open string sectors for consistency. We will introduce sets of D5-branes and
D5-branes in order to cancel twisted tadpoles (D9- and D9-branes may also be easily
incorporated). The general structure of their Chan-Paton matrices is
γθk,5 = diag (1n0, e
2pii 1
N 1n1 , . . . , e
2piiN−1
N 1nN−1)
γΩΠ,5 = diag (1n0, εn1, . . . , 1nN−2 , εnN−1) (4.2)
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and analogously for D5-branes. The open string sector, for instance in the absence of
D5-branes, gives rise to the following multiplets on the D5-brane world-volume
Vector SO(n0)× USp(n1)× . . .× SO(nN−2)× USp(nN−1)
Hyper 1
2
(n0, n1) +
1
2
(n1, n2) + . . .+
1
2
(nN−1, n0) (4.3)
If instead we have only D5-branes and no D5-branes, we obtain a non-supersymmetric
version of the above spectrum, with the only difference that the ‘gauginos’ transform
in the ‘wrong’ two-index representation of the gauge group (symmetric of SO(n2i) and
antisymmetric of USp(n2i+1)).
Let us turn to the construction of compact models. The ΩΠ orientifold of the T4/Z2
orbifold is actually equivalent to the Ωα orientifold of the T4/Z2 orbifold studied in
Section 2, as can be shown by diagonalizing Π without changing the structure of the
orbifold twist θ. Hence it does not give rise to a new model 6. The situation is different
for the Z4 and Z6 orbifolds, since diagonalizing Π changes the action of θ.
Let us center on the ΩΠ orientifold of T4/Z4. In the untwisted closed string sector,
we obtain the D = 6 N = 1 gravity multiplet, the dilaton tensor multiplet, and two
hyper- and two tensor multiplets. In the twisted sector, two of the four θ-fixed points
are also fixed under ΩΠ, and produce three tensor multiplets each. The remaining
two points are exchanged by ΩΠ, and give a total of three hyper- and three tensor
multiplets. There are also twelve fixed points of θ2 which are grouped in pairs by the
action of θ, i.e. they correspond to six C2/Z2 singularities in the quotient. Two of
them are invariant under ΩΠ, and give one tensor multiplet each, while the remaining
four produce a total of two hyper- and two tensor multiplets. In total, we have six
hyper- and fourteen tensor multiplets.
Points fixed under ΩΠ generate twisted tadpoles. In order to cancel them, we
introduce e.g. 16 D5-branes at one of the points fixed under θ and ΩΠ and 16 D5-
branes at the other, with
γθ,5,P1 = diag (18, e
2pii 2
418) ; γθ,5,P2 = diag (e
2pii 1
418, e
2pii 3
418) (4.4)
Also, we achieve cancellation of twisted tadpoles at the two C2/Z2 points fixed under
ΩΠ, by locating eight D5-branes at one of them, and eight D5-branes at the other, with
γθ2,5,Q1 = 18, γθ2,5,Q2 = −18. The complete spectrum for this configuration, shown in
Table 9, is free of gauge and gravitational anomalies.
6Interestingly, in the non-compact contex the Ωα and ΩΠ orientifold of C2/Z2 are T-dual to
two different configurations (in the spirit of [37]) of type IIA NS-fivebranes, D-branes and orientifold
planes, studied in [38] and [39], which nevertheless give the same massless spectrum.
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Closed Untwisted N = 1 SUGRA + 3 T + 2H
Twisted 12 T + 4 H
Open 55 N = 1 Vectors of [SO(8)2]Z4 × SO(8)Z2
5¯5¯ Gauge bosons of [USp(8)2]Z4 × USp(8)Z2
Fermion+ (27+ 1,1;1) + (1,27 + 1;1) + (1,1;27 + 1)
Table 9: Spectrum of the ΩΠ orientifold of T4/Z4.
5 Tadpole cancellation in the T6/Z4 orientifold
In this section we use the philosophy developed in our understanding of twisted tadpoles
to solve and old puzzle in the construction and tadpole cancellation in the Ω orientifold
of T6/Z4, with the A-type projection (usually called without vector structure) [9].
Here the Z4 is generated by an action θ with twist v =
1
4
(1, 1,−2). Even though this
model, which contains untwisted tadpoles, appears unrelated to our main interest in the
present paper, there is an interesting relation, based on the structure of twisted tadpoles
in the Z4 orientifold. Specifically, it contains a twisted tadpole whose cancellation
is possible only by a set of D-branes (and antibranes) completely unrelated to the
untwisted tadpoles of the model. The fact that the twisted tadpole is cancelable in
this manner had been overlooked (mainly due to the fact that the introduction of
antibranes in orientifold constructions is relatively recent), leading to the (incorrect)
claim that the Z4 orientifold, with the A-type projection is inconsistent.
Let us start reviewing the tadpoles generated by the closed string sector. and their
volume dependence [9]. For convenience, we prefer to discuss the model in a T-dual
version where the orientifold action is Ω3 = ΩR3(−)FL . There are tadpoles for un-
twisted fields, generated by Ω3 and by Ω3θ
2, which are proportional to the volumes
(V4V1V2/V3)
1/2 and [V4/(V1V2V3)]
1/2, respectively. They are cancelled by the introduc-
tion 32 D73- and 32 D3-branes, whose untwisted disk diagrams lead to charges with
the required volume dependence and coefficient.
The Ω3θ twisted crosscap leads to a tadpole proportional to
√
V4V3. As pointed out
in [9, 10], this twisted tadpole cannot cancelled by any disk associated to the D73- or
the D3-branes in the model. However, by now we are familiar with the fact that some
orientifolds require specific sets of branes, designed to cancel twisted tadpoles, even if
untwisted tadpoles do not require them. With this philosophy in mind, we introduce a
set of D71-D71 pairs (one may introduce D72-D72 pairs if desired), at the points P fixed
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under θ, which have coordinates (z1, z2, z3), with z1 = 0, (1 + i)/2, z2 = 0, (1 + i)/2,
z3 = 0, 1/2, i/2, (1 + i)/2. The θ
2-twisted tadpole condition reads
Tr γθ2,71,P − Tr γθ2,7¯1,P = −16 (5.1)
At points Q fixed under θ2 but not under θ, the condition must be
Tr γθ2,71,Q − Tr γθ2,7¯1,Q = 0 (5.2)
The closed string sector does not generated tadpoles for θ-twisted fields. The cancel-
lation of twisted disk contributions requires
√
2 ( Tr γθ,71,P − Tr γθ,7¯1,P ) − 2Tr γθ,73,P − 4Tr γθ,3 = 0 (5.3)
At this point, we would like to recall that for the A-type projection, D73- and D3-
branes have Chan-Paton matrices with vector structure (roughly speaking γNθ = −1)
and D71-, D71-branes (and also D72-, D72-branes if introduced) have matrices with
vector structure (γNθ = +1).
It is relatively easy to build models satisfying all tadpole conditions. To give an
example, we proceed as follows. In order to cancel the problematic θ2-twisted tadpoles,
we introduce 16 D71 branes at z1 = 0, and 16 D71-branes at z1 = (1 + i)2, with
γθ,71,0 = diag (e
2pii 1
418, e
2pii 3
418) , γθ,7¯1,(1+i)/2 = diag (18,−18) (5.4)
In order to avoid generating θ2-twisted tadpoles at points Q, not fixed under θ, we
introduce Wilson lines along the second complex plane, acting on the D71-, D71-branes
as
γW2,71,0 = diag (14,−14, 14,−14) , γW2,7¯1,(1+i)/2 = diag (14,−14, 14,−14) (5.5)
Finally, we need to introduce the set of 32 D73- and 32 D3-branes to cancel the un-
twisted tadpoles, and constrained by (5.3). A simple choice is just
γθ,73 = γθ,3 = (e
pii 1
418, e
pii 3
418, e
pii 5
418, e
pii 7
818) (5.6)
with all D73-branes sitting for instance at z3 = 0, and all D3-branes sitting at (0, 0, 0).
For completeness we also provide the Chan-Paton matrices for Ω3
γΩ3,73 =

18
18
18
18
 ; γΩ3,3 =

18
18
−18
−18

γΩ3,71 =
(
18
−18
)
; γΩ3,7¯1 =
(
ε8
ε8
) (5.7)
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With this information it is a simple exercise to compute the resulting spectrum, which
is given in Table 10. It is interesting to point out that for instance the cancellation of
non-abelian anomalies for gauge factors on the D3-branes is crucially correlated with
the cancellation of the problematic twisted tadpole.
Clearly, the lesson we have learned about the consistency of the T6/Z4 orientifold
extends to other cases previously considered inconsistent as well, like orientifolds (with
B-type projection) of T6/Z8, T
6/Z′
8
, and T6/Z′
12
, which contain the same type of
twisted tadpole [9]. Hoping that the Z4 example above suffices to illustrate the idea,
we leave further issues for future work.
Closed Untwisted N = 1 SUGRA + 1 L + 6 C
Twisted 32 Ch
Open 33 N = 1 Vectors of U(8)2
N = 1 Chiral 2 × [ (8, 8¯) + (1,28) + (28,1) ] + (8,8) + (8¯, 8¯)
7373 N = 1 Vectors of U(8)2
N = 1 Chiral 2 × [ (8, 8¯) + (1,28) + (28,1) ] + (8,8) + (8¯, 8¯)
7171 N = 1 Vectors of U(4)2
N = 1 Chiral 2 × [ (6,1) + (6,1) + (1,6) + (1,6) ]
7¯17¯1 Gauge Bosons of USp(4)
4
Fermion+ (5+ 1,1,1,1) + (1,5+ 1,1,1) + (1,1,5+ 1,1) + (1,1,1,5+ 1)
Cmplx. Scalars (4,1,4,1) + (1,4,1,4)
Fermion
−
(4,1,4,1) + (1,4,1,4)
373 + 733 N = 1 Chiral (8,1;1, 8¯) + (1,8;1,8) + (1, 8¯;8,1) + (8¯,1; 8¯,1)
371 + 713 N = 1 Chiral (8¯,1;4,1) + (8¯,1;1,4) + (1,8;4,1) + (1,8,1,4)
7371 + 7173 N = 1 Chiral (8¯,1;4,1) + (1,8;4,1)
737¯1 + 7¯173 Fermion+ (8,1;4,1,1,1) + (1, 8¯;1,1,4,1)
Cmplx. Scalars (8,1;4,1,1,1) + (1, 8¯;1,1,4,1)
Table 10: Spectrum of a consistent Ω3 orientifold of T
6/Z4 with A-type projection.
6 Phase transitions and stability regions
The non-supersymmetric models we have been considering are absolutely stable against
decay to a supersymmetric vacuum, because there is no consistent (tadpole-free) su-
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persymmetric vacuum for these orientifold projections. However, in particular regions
of parameter space the configuration of branes and antibranes may become unstable
and decay to other (necessarily non-BPS) systems of branes. The analysis of such
decays and the stability regimes is analogous to that performed in the study of stable
non-BPS states in string theory. In this section we address this issue in the simplest
model we have constructed, namely the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2 with B-type projec-
tion, studied in Section 2. We will take advantage of by now standard properties of
brane-antibrane systems, and non-BPS branes, in Z2 orbifolds (see e.g. [24, 25, 26]
and references therein).
Let us consider the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2. Denoting the radii of the correspond-
ing two-tori R1, R2, there are four fixed points under the Ω
′α action, given by (z1, z2)
equal to P1 = (0, 0), P2 = (
1+i
2
R1, 0), P3 = (0,
1+i
2
R2) and P4 = (
1+i
2
R1,
1+i
2
R2). Let
us consider locating 8 D5-branes at P1 and P4 and 8 D5-branes at P2 and P3, with
γθ,5 = 18 and γθ,5 = −18. Table 2 provides the spectrum for this configuration, which
is depicted in Figure 1. The configurations is symmetric under the exchange of the
first and second complex planes, a fact which simplifies the analysis of the model.
The configuration is stable when R1 and R2 are large. But it may become unstable
against decay to some other non-supersymmetric configuration if these geometric data
change. In particular, the mass of a string stretching between the D5-branes at P1 and
the D5-branes at P2 (or between D5-branes at P4 and D5-branes at P3) is
M2 =
1
4pi2
(pi
√
2R1)
2 − 1/2 (6.1)
in α′ = 1 units. At R1 = 1 the 55¯, 5¯5 groundstates become massless, and for
R1 < 1 they are tachyonic, and the configuration must decay to some other non-
supersymmetric configuration, with the same charges (i.e. same contribution to the
twisted and untwisted tadpoles). Let us center on this phase transition, keeping R2
large throughout the analysis.
In the absence of the orientifold projection, the situation is reminiscent of that
studied in [24], namely a set of branes and antibranes, sitting at the two fixed points in
a circle modded out by a Z2 action. When the fixed points come to a critical distance
of
√
2 the tachyonic groundstate of stretched strings triggers a decay to a non-BPS
D-brane wrapped on the circle. In our context, the critical distance between the fixed
points is reached for R1 = 1, so we may expect a decay to a set of non-BPS D6-branes
(denoted D̂6-branes) wrapped on cycles passing through z1 = 0 and z1 = (1 + i)/2.
In fact, since the branes and antibranes actually sit in a two-torus rather than in
a circle, there are more tachyons than those in [24]. We obtain tachyonic modes from
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Figure 1: Configuration of D5- and D5-branes in the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2, for R1 = 1,
R2 > 1. Discontinuous lines denote strings stretched between D5-branes at P1 and D5-branes
at P2, which lead to tachyonic modes for R1 < 1.
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Figure 2: Configuration of D̂6-branes in the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2, for R1 = 1, R2 > 1.
strings stretching between branes and antibranes (and viceversa) in the two different
directions depicted in Figure 1. Therefore we can expect the decay to a set of D̂6-
branes will not be enough to stabilize the configuration for R1 < 1. In this respect, it
is useful to describe the D̂6-brane configuration quite explicitly, and discuss its set of
light fields. We will find it indeed contains tachyonic modes for R1 < 1.
Hence we consider a set of D̂6-branes, denoted D̂62-branes, sitting at z2 = 0,
and partially wrapped on the first plane, so that they pass through the points (0, 0),
(1+i
2
R1, 0), and another set of D̂6-branes, denoted D̂62-branes, sitting at z2 =
1+i
2
R2,
and partially wrapped on the first plane so that they pass through (0, 1+i
2
R2), (
1+i
2
R1,
1+i
2
R2).
We also need to introduce their Ω′α images, denoted with a prime. The complete con-
figuration is depicted in Figure 2.
In order for this configuration to have the same twisted charges as the previous one,
we must take γ6ˆ1 = 14, γ6ˆ2 = 14. The contribution of D̂6-branes and D̂6
′-branes to
the twisted tadpoles at each fixed point add up and cancel the contribution from the
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closed string sector.
Notice that the relation between tensions of the fractional D5-, D5-branes, and the
truncated D̂6-branes is [26, 24] T6ˆ =
√
2
2pi
T5. The total tension of the 8 six-branes after
compactification on the T4 is 8 × 2pi ×√2R1 × T6ˆ = 16R1T5, and for R1 = 1 agrees
with the tension of the 8 D5- plus 8 D5-branes in the initial configuration (Fig. 1),
making the transition energetically possible.
However, the configuration of D̂6-branes is actually unstable for R1 < 1 due to the
tachyonic groundstate of e.g. a 6ˆ16ˆ1 string stretching between the points (
1+i
2
R1, 0) and
(R1, 0). Also, it is unstable for R1 > 1 due to a tachyonic momentum mode e.g. along
the D̂61-brane. In any event, it is an interesting exercise to obtain the chiral spectrum
on this set of D̂6-branes, which is marginally tachyon-free for R1 = 1, and verify the
cancellation of anomalies in the effective six-dimensional field theory.
The spectrum in the 6ˆ16ˆ1 sector can be extracted from the computations in [24].
Notice that Ω′α maps this sector to the 6ˆ′16ˆ
′
1, so we may keep just the former and not
impose the orientifold projection. We obtain gauge bosons of U(4), and two right-
handed fermions in the adjoint representation. We also need to compute the 6ˆ16ˆ
′
1
sector, which is mapped to itself under Ω′α, and so suffers the orientifold projection.
An important observation is that, since these branes intersect twice, the spectrum ap-
pears in two copies. In the NS sector, each intersection would give rise to tachyonic
scalars, but they are projected out by the Z2 orbifold projection
7. In the R sector, the
orbifold projection leaves one right-handed fermion (per intersection) transforming in
the adjoint of U(4), and the orientifold projection reduces it to the two-index antisym-
metric representation 6. The 6ˆ′16ˆ1 sector also gives two right-handed fermions in the
6. Finally, D̂62- and D̂6
′
2 branes lead to the analogous spectrum. The complete open
string spectrum is provided in Table 11. The model is free of gauge and gravitational
anomalies. Recall that, as mentioned above, stretched strings and momentum modes
lead to an additional set of marginally massless scalars, not shown in Table 11, which
become tachyonic/massive at R1 6= 1.
The tachyonic momentum modes present at R1 > 1 clearly signal an instability
against decay to the original configuration of D5-D5pairs. Let us instead consider
the regime R1 ≤ 1, and look for a non-BPS configuration stable in that situation.
Before the orientifold projection, the initial configuration consists of a set of branes
and antibranes at fixed points in a square T2/Z2. The phase transition when the
7These tachyons would parametrize the possibility of recombining the two intersecting D̂6-branes
into smooth ones, which would no longer pass through the fixed point. This is clearly forbidden by
conservation of Z2 twisted charges, so the Z2 projection removes the tachyons.
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66, 6′6′ Gauge bosons of U(4)2
Fermion+ 2× [(Adj, 1) + (1,Adj)]
66′ Fermion+ 2× [(6, 1) + (1, 6)]
6′6 Fermion+ 2× [(6, 1) + (1, 6)]
Table 11: Open string spectrum for the configuration of D̂6-branes in Figure 2.
77,
77,77,
Figure 3: Configuration of D7-D7pairs in the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2, for R1 = 1. The
branes wrap the first (shaded) complex plane, and sit at the dot locations in the second.
size of the two-torus shrinks, is analogous to that studied in [25]. In our context,
we would obtain a set of D7-D7pairs wrapped on the first plane, and with suitable
order two Wilson lines turned on in order to reproduce the correct charges at the fixed
points. At this point a question arises, since the orientifold projection Ω′α projects out
the 8-form under which D7-branes are charged, so it seems that these should not be
allowed in the model. The resolution is simply that the orientifold projection actually
maps D7-branes to D7-branes and viceversa, so that the object formed by a pair of
D7-D7branes exchanged by the orientifold projection, is indeed an allowed state in the
orientifolded theory. Namely this state is neutral under the 8-form, so its existence is
consistent with the latter being projected out. This non-BPS D̂7-brane is analogous
to the non-BPS D7-brane of type I string theory [40] (but not suffering its stability
problems [41], due to the absence of background branes in the model).
Hence the initial configuration of D5-D5branes decays, for R1 < 1, to two sets of
D7-D7pairs (or D̂7-branes), wrapped on the first plane, and sitting at the locations
z2 = 0 and z2 =
(1+i)
2
R2 in the second. The configuration is schematically shown in
figure 3.
In order to reproduce the correct twisted charges at the α-fixed points, we need to
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take
γθ,71 = e
pii 1
218 ; γθ,7¯1 = e
pii 3
218 (6.2)
Notice that D7-branes have Chan-Paton matrices ‘without vector structure’ 8. In
order to have zero contribution to the tadpoles at θ-fixed points not fixed under Ω′α,
we introduce the Wilson lines
γW1,7 = diag (14,−14) ; γW1,7¯ = diag (14,−14) (6.3)
The tension of D7-branes is related to that of D5-branes by T7 =
1
4pi2
T5 [42],
so the total tension of the sevenbranes, after compactification on the torus is 16 ×
(2piR1)
2 T7 = 16 × R21 T5, and for R1 = 1 equals the tension of the 8 D5-D5pairs in
the initial model.
Let us describe the resulting spectrum, centering on the set of branes at z2 = 0. The
77 sector is mapped to the 7¯7¯ sector by the orientifold action, so we keep the former
and perform no projection. We obtain N = 1 vector multiplets of U(4)2, i.e. gauge
bosons and right handed fermions. The 77¯ sector is mapped to itself by the orbifold
and orientifold projections. The tachyonic NS groundstate survives the (opposite)
GSO projection in this sector, but the Z2 twist projects it out. In the R sector, we
obtain right-handed fermions which, after the orientifold projection, transform in the
antisymmetric representations, (6, 1)+(1, 6). The 77 spectrum is obtained analogously.
Finally, the set of branes at z2 = (1 + i)/2 give another copy of the fields above. The
complete open string spectrum is shown in Table 12
77, 7¯7¯ Gauge bosons of U(4)4
Fermion+ (Adj,1,1,1) + (1,Adj,1,1) + (1,1,Adj,1) + (1,1,1,Adj)
77¯ Fermion+ (6,1,1,1) + (1,6,1,1) + (1,1,6,1) + (1,1,1,6)
7¯7 Fermion+ (6,1,1,1) + (1,6,1,1) + (1,1,6,1) + (1,1,1,6)
Table 12: Open string spectrum for the configuration of D7-D7branes in Figure 3.
Obviously, due to the symmetry between the two complex planes, a similar set of
transitions is obtained by varying R2, while keeping R1 large, so we need not repeat
8This can be derived by analyzing the Z2 projection in 57 sectors, which exist at R1 = 1 if for
instance only part of the D5-D5branes are transformed into D̂7-branes. The result then follows for
R1 < 1.
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the analysis. However, there are new transitions if we make both R1 and R2 small,
which we study in what follows. Let us keep R1 ≤ 1, so that the initial configuration
is provided by the set of D̂7-branes we have just studied, and make R2 small. At
R2 = 1 the groundstate of a string stretching between e.g. a D7-brane at z2 = 0 and a
D7-brane at z2 = (1 + i)/2 becomes massless, and leads to a tachyon for R2 < 1.
The transition is very similar to those considered previously, so our discussion is
more sketchy. We may consider a configuration of 8 non-BPS D̂8-branes completely
wrapped on the first plane and partially wrapped on the second, and their 8 Ω′α
images, denoted D̂8′-branes. Such configuration would be stable only at R2 = 1. In
order to reproduce the correct twisted charges, the orbifold and Wilson lines Chan-
Paton matrices must be
γθ,8ˆ = 18 ; γW1,8ˆ = diag (14,−14)
γθ,8ˆ′ = 18 ; γW1,8ˆ′ = diag (14,−14) (6.4)
This configuration is actually T-dual to a configuration of D̂6-branes identical to that
considered previously (up to a relabeling of the first and second complex planes). The
open string spectrum is therefore identical to that given in Table 11, replacing 6 and
6′ by 8 and 8′.
The stable configuration forR1 < 1, R2 < 1 is provided by a set of 16 D9- and 16 D9-
branes. It is easy to see that the total tension of these objects agrees, for R1 = R2 = 1,
with the total tension of the 8 D5- and 8 D5-branes of the initial configuration, or, for
R2 = 1 and arbitrary R1 < 1, with the configuration of 8 D7-D7pairs, so the transition
is energetically allowed precisely when the tachyon develops.
In order to obtain the correct twisted charges, the choice of twist and Wilson line
Chan-Paton matrices is
γθ,9 = 116 γW1,9 = 116 γW2,9 = diag (18,−18)
γθ,9¯ = −116 γW1,9¯ = −116 γW2,9¯ = diag (18,−18)
(6.5)
This configuration is easily seen to be T-dual to a configuration with eight D5-D5pairs
distributed exactly as in the configuration we started with. Hence, the computation of
the spectrum leads to the states in Table 2, with fivebranes replaced by ninebranes.
In Figure 4 we combine the results of this section in a phase diagram of this model,
for the two-dimensional slice of parameter space we have studied.
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Figure 4: Phase diagram for the Ω′α orientifold of T4/Z2. For large R1, R2 the stable
configuration corresponds to a set of D5- and D5-branes at orbifold fixed points. When
one of the radii decreases below the critical value R = 1, brane-antibrane pairs decay into
non-BPS D̂7-branes, wrapped in the small two-torus and transverse to the large one. For
R1, R2 < 1, the stable configuration contains a set of D9- and D9-branes. When one or
two of the radii are exactly equal to the critical value, there exist marginally tachyon-free
configurations. For instance, configurations of non-BPS D̂6-branes partially wrapping a 1-
cycle in the first plane, and transverse to the second, for R1 = 1, R2 > 1; configurations of
non-BPS D̂8-branes partially wrapping a 1-cycle in the first plane, and completely wrapped
on the second, for R1 = 1, R2 < 1; and a configuration of non-BPS D̂7-branes wrapping one
1-cycle on each plane for R1 = 1, R2 = 1.
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7 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied families of type IIB orientifolds whose closed string sector
does not generate untwisted tadpoles, but generates non-zero twisted tadpoles. In order
to render the models consistent, the required open string sector must correspond to non-
supersymmetric configurations of branes. We have discussed how to use pairs of branes
and antibranes, and non-BPS D-branes to saturate such tadpoles. The models cannot
decay to any supersymmetric vacuum, and have a rich structure of phase transitions
as the geometry of internal space is varied, which we have explored in detail in a
particular example (leaving the dynamics of geometric moduli aside). We hope this
type of analysis is useful in understanding the dynamics of brane-antibrane systems in
more interesting compactifications, like the semirealistic models in [17, 20].
Our analysis is related to a more general question in the orientifold construction:
Given a consistent orientifold action on the closed string sector of a type IIB compacti-
fication, is it always possible to find a suitable open string sectors cancelling the closed
string tadpoles? The answer is clearly ‘no’ if one insists on introducing open string
sectors preserving the supersymmetries which are unbroken in the closed sector. Relax-
ing this condition, by introducing antibranes or non-BPS branes in the construction,
leads however to cancellation of many problematic tadpoles. For instance, untwisted
tadpoles requiring a net negative D-brane charge [15, 16, 18, 10, 11], or, as explored in
[19] and in the present paper, twisted tadpoles cancelable only by D-branes for which
no untwisted tadpole exists. In this respect, we have discussed how the Z4 orientifold
without vector structure in [9] (and presumably other related examples), previously
thought inconsistent, can be consistently completed by introducing brane-antibrane
pairs specifically designed to cancel the problematic twisted tadpoles. We find these
results are encouraging and illustrate the power of brane-antibrane configurations (and
in general, non-BPS brane configurations) in cancelling closed string tadpoles.
On the other hand, there is no general theorem ensuring this must always be the
case. Thinking in terms of the space of RR charges in a given model, there is no
guarantee that the closed string sector will define a vector of orientifold charges for
which a suitable state (brane configuration) in string theory exists. In fact, we have
found one example for which the kind of non-BPS configurations considered in the
present paper is not enough to achieve tadpole cancellation. The orientifold charges
lie on an empty site in the charge lattice, at least as far as the brane configurations in
the present paper are concerned. Whether more general configurations provide states
with the correct charges or not, remains an interesting open question deserving further
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study.
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A Miscelanea
A.1 Chan-Paton matrices
In Ω′α orientifolds, the general form of the Chan-Paton matrices satisfying the alge-
braic consistency conditions (group law), and defining a gauge bundle without vector
structure (roughly speaking verifying γNθ = −1) are of the form
γθ = diag(e
ipi
N 1n1, e
ipi3
N 1n2, . . . , e
ipi(2P−1)
N 1nP , e
ipi(2P+1)
N 1nP+1, . . . , e
ipi(4P−3)
N 1nN−1 , e
ipi(4P−1)
N 1nN )(A.1)
The orientifold projection Ω′α implies ni = nN+1−i. The structure of the orientifold
actions on Chan-Paton indices is analogous to that determined in [27]. For D5-branes
(in Section 2) and D3-branes (in Section 3) the Chan-Paton orientifold action is
γΩ′α =

e
ipi
2N 1n1
· · ·
e
ipi(2P−1)
2N 1nP
e
ipi(2P+1)
2N 1nP
· · ·
e
ipi(4P−1)
2N 1n1

(A.2)
Since Ω2 = −1 in 95 and 37i sectors [5], the orientifold Chan-Paton action on D9- (in
Section 2) and D7i-branes (in Section 3) is given by an ‘antisymmetrized’ version of
the above matrix, namely
γΩ′α =

e
ipi
2N 1n1
· · ·
e
ipi(2P−1)
2N 1nP
−e ipi(2P+1)2N 1nP
· · ·
−e ipi(4P−1)2N 1n1

(A.3)
These matrices satisfy
Tr (γTΩ′α2k+1γ
−1
Ω′α) = ±Tr γθ2k+1 (A.4)
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with the positive and negative signs for (A.2) and (A.3), respectively.
Matrices satisfying the algebraic constraints, and defining a Chan-Paton bundle
with vector structure, are of the form
γθ = diag (1n0 , e
2pii 1
N 1n1, . . . , e
2piiN−1
N 1nN−1) (A.5)
The orientifold projection imposes nN−i = ni. The Ω′α Chan-Paton action for D5-
branes (in section 2) and D3-branes (in Section 3) is
γΩ′α =

1v0
e2pii
1
N 1n1
· · ·
e2pii
P−1
N 1nP−1
e2pii
P
N εnP
e−2pii
P−1
N 1nP−1
· · ·
e−2pii
1
N 1n1

(A.6)
For D9-branes (Section 2) and D7i-branes (Section 3) the action must be
γΩ′α =

εn0
e2pii
1
N 1n1
· · ·
e2pii
P−1
N 1nP−1
e2pii
P
N 1nP
−e−2piiP−1N 1nP−1
· · ·
−e−2pii 1N 1n1

(A.7)
They satisfy
Tr (γTΩ′α2k+1γ
−1
Ω′α) = ±Tr γθ2k+1 (A.8)
with the positive and negative signs for (A.6) and (A.7), respectively.
A.2 Tadpole computations
Tadpoles for the specific four-dimensional models studied in Section 3 have not ap-
peared in the literature, but are easily computed following standard techniques (see
e.g. the appendix in [9] for a general discussion for four-dimensional orientifolds, also
[43, 8]). The only modifications are analogous to those in the six-dimensional case,
which have been discussed in [27]. In order to keep track of the twisted charge nor-
malization of crosscaps with respect to disks, we will introduce a set of D3-branes, and
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compute the one-loop amplitudes. After factorization, crosscap and disk contributions
can be directly read. Disks for other types of D-branes are obtained analogously.
The twisted contributions of the cylinder, Mo¨bius strip and Klein bottle in the
factorization limit are
C =
N−1∑
k=1
C(θk) =
N−1∑
k=1
3∏
i=1
(2 sin(pikvi) ) (Tr γθk,3)
2
M = M(Ω′α2k+1) =
N−1∑
k=0
8 ×
3∏
i=1
2 sin(pi(2k + 1)vi/2) Tr ( γ
T
Ω′α2k+1 γ
−1
Ω′α2k+1 )
K =
N−1∑
k=0
[ K(1,Ω′α2k+1) +K(θN/2,Ω′α2k+1) ] =
=
N−1∑
k=0
16
[
3∏
i=1
2 sin(pi(2k + 1)vi)
4 cos2(pi(2k + 1)vi/2)
± 2 sin(pi(2k + 1)v3)
4 cos2(pi(2k + 1)v3/2)
]
(A.9)
with the sign in the Klein bottle is positive (negative) for the A- type (B-type) pro-
jection.
The cylinder can be recast as
C =
N−1∑
k=1
1∏3
i=1 2 sin(pikvi)
[
3∏
i=1
[2 sin(pikvi)]Tr γθk,3 ]
2 (A.10)
The matrices in section A.1 satisfy
Tr ( γTΩ′α2k+1,3 γ
−1
Ω′α2k+1,3 ) = ± Tr ( γTΩ′α2k+1+N ,3 γ−1Ω′α2k+1+N ,3 ) = Tr γθ2k+1,3 (A.11)
with the upper (lower) sign for matrices with (without) vector structure, which for
D3-branes is correlated with the B-type (A-type) projection. This allows to rewrite
the Moebius strip contribution as
M =
N/2−1∑
k=0
1
8 s1s2s3
2× [ 8s1s2s3Tr γθ2k+1,3 ] [ 32 ( s˜1s˜2s˜3 ± c˜1c˜2s˜3 ) ] (A.12)
with the upper (lower) for the A-type (B-type) projection (notice the additional sign
flip in shifting k → k +N/2 in the trigonometric factors). Also we have introduced
si = sin(pi(2k + 1)vi), s˜i = sin(pi(2k + 1)vi/2),
ci = cos(pi(2k + 1)vi), c˜i = cos(pi(2k + 1)vi/2) (A.13)
Finally, the Klein bottle can be rewritten as
K =
N/2−1∑
k=0
16
1
8 s1s2s3
[
8 s1s2s3s˜1s˜2s˜3
c˜1c˜2c˜3
+
8 s1s2s3c˜1c˜2s˜3
s˜1s˜2c˜3
± 16 s1s2s3s˜3
c˜3
] =
=
N/2−1∑
k=0
1
8 s1s2s3
[ 32( s˜1 s˜2 s˜3 ± c˜1 c˜2 c˜3 ) ] 2 (A.14)
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with the upper (lower) sign for the A-type (B-type) projection.
The total contribution C +M+K factorizes as
∑N−1
k=0
1∏3
i=1
2 sin(pikvi)
[∏3
i=1 2 sin(pikvi) Tr γθk,3 + (A.15)
+32 δk,1 mod 2 sin(pikv3/2)(sin(pikv1/2) sin(pikv2/2) ± cos(pikv1/2) cos(pikv2/2) ) ]2
from which, after use of trigonometric identities, we can read off the crosscap tadpoles
Tk = −16δk,1 mod 2 ( sin(pikv1) + sin(pikv2) ) for the A− type projection
Tk = +16δk,1 mod 2 sin(pikv3) for the B− type projection
(A.16)
in units in which the D3-brane disk tadpole is
∏
i 2 sin(pikvi)Tr γθk,3. It is straightfor-
ward to check (for instance, from 37i cylinders) that in these units the twisted charges
of a D7i-brane is 2 sin(pikvi)Tr γθk,7i.
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